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4 
WARM DEMANDERS: 

THE IMPORTANCE OF TEACHERS 

IN THE LIVES OF CHILDREN OF POVERTY 

"My teacher treated me as a diamond in the rough, someone 

who mostly needed smoothing." 
-Mary Frances Berry, USA Today 

"There comes that mysterious meeting in life when someone 

acknowledges who we are and what we can be, igniting the 

circuits of our highest potential. " 
-Rusty Berkus, To Heal Again 

I 've taught many young teachers, and they all seem so tired when 
they arrive at my evening classes. I know they work hard, and I 

know that for many of them "the system," "the parents," "the pa
perwork," "the high-stakes tests" all make it seem that what they 
do doesn't make much of a difference. If there is one message I try 
to convey to them, it is that nothing makes more of a difference in 
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72 "MULTIPLICATION IS FOR WHITE PEOPLE" 

a child's school experience than a teacher. As I have \vritten be
fore, \vhen I interviewed a group of African An1erican n1en who 
\vere successful but "should not" have been, based on their socio
econotnic status, their cotnn1unities, their parents' level of educa

tion, and so on, all of then1 insisted that their success \vas due in 

large part to the influence or intervention of one or n1ore teachers 
during their school careers. These \vere teachers \vho pushed them, 
\vho demanded that they perform, even \vhen they themselves 

thought that they could not. The teachers gave them additional 

help and insisted that they were capable of doing whatever anyone 
else could do. 

Gloria Ladson-Billings says that successful teachers of low
income, culturally diverse children know that their students are 
"school dependent." 1 What she means is that while children from 

more privileged backgrounds can manage to perform well in 
school and on high-stakes tests in spite of poor teachers, children 
who are not a part of the mainstream are dependent upon schools 
to teach them \vhatever they need to know to be successful. 

I am reminded of my own experience with my daughter in soft
ball. To say that I am unknowledgeable about sports is an extreme 

understatement. Yet I wanted to make sure that my daughter was 

not handicapped by my limitations, so I took her to become a 
member of a locally sponsored team. Since my own knowledge of 

the sport did not extend beyond the names of the bat and ball, 
I was amazed that after two practices my seven-year-old actually 
knev.r where left field was! After practice, the coach came to talk to 
the parents. He told us that we needed to "work with" our kids at 

home, practicing softball skills and going over the rules. My first 
thought \vas panic, my second was, "Look, I get her here; you're 
the coach. It's your job to teach her. I can't do a thing." Suddenly I 
understood fully \vhat many parents who are not school-savvy or 
educated themselves must think about schools and teachers \vho 
insist that they "work \Vith" their children at hon1e! If the coach 
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WARM DEMANDERS 73 

didn't teach Maya, there was little hope for my child's future soft
ball career. 

For children of poverty, good teachers and powerful instruc
tion are imperative. While it is certainly true that inequity, fam
ily issues, poverty, crime, and so forth all affect poor children's 
learning opportunities, British educator Peter Mortimore found 
that the quality of teaching has six to ten times as much impact on 
achievement as all other factors combined. 2 This can explain why I 
have found, like educator Robert Marzano, that two schools serv
ing the same population can have vastly different success rates.3 

In a recent study of schools in a southern city, I visited two pub
lic elementary schools located less than a mile apart, both serving 
very low-income African American children. One school's state 
test scores were at the top of the district-higher than the aver
age score of the district's well-to-do schools, and the other school's 
scores were at the very bottom of the district. What was the cause 
of such a discrepancy? The schools essentially served the same pop
ulation. The difference could only be the quality of teaching and 
instruction. In each of the classrooms in the higher-scoring school 
I saw teachers engaged with their students, actually teaching. In 
the lower-performing school, I saw most teachers sitting while stu
dents completed seat work. 

What gave me even more reason to pause was the realization 
that the teachers in the lower-performing school apparently be
lieved that it was okay to remain seated and not involved with the 
students when a visitor came into the room. This was even the case 
when she or he observed my conversations with the students that 
made it clear that many of them did not understand what they 
were supposed to be doing on the worksheet. That observation 
led me to conclude that somehow the culture of the school sig
naled to the teacher that "not teaching" was okay. If there is not a 
strong culture of achievement in a school, many teachers may not 
be teaching as effectively as they are capable of doing. 
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Indeed, Mike Schtnoker in his ren1arkable book Results Notv 

cites a 200 I study by K. Haycock and S. Huang that sho\vs that 
"the best teachers in a school have six tintes tlJ 1nuch inzp,zct as the 
botton1 third of teachers."* Much of Schtnoker's \Vork centers on 

the notion that poor children are not learning because schools and 

teachers are not adequately teaching then1. He records instances 

of researchers and adn1inistrators visiting large nun1bers of class
rooms and observing very little effective teaching and, despite 
district- or state-nlandated curricula, verv little coordinated, inre-

' 
grated instruction. 

In my own recent visits to a ntunber of schools and classrooms 
during a six-n1onth stay in one n1id-sized, predon1inantly African 
American district where I observed the two schools n1entioned 
above, I \Vas shocked to find ho\v little teaching \vas actually oc
curring in n1any classroon1s in a variety of schools. I sa\v an inor
dinate nun1ber ofclassroon1s \vhere students \Vere doing seat \vork 

for an entire period-n1ostly busy,vork that had little connection 

to deep learning. Fe\v if any questions were asked, and those that 
\Vere demanded little thought on the part of student or teacher. 
Children who chose nor to do the \Vorksheet were ignored as long 

as they were quiet. 
In one classrootn of over-age high schoolers \vho had recently 

switched to a new schedule, the teacher told n1e that the periods 

were too long and the students got tired so she allowed then1 to 
rake naps if they chose to take a break from doing their assigned 
seat work. In this language arts classroon1, the teacher \vas appar
ently unaware that two students, instead of using the con1puters 

to cotnplete their assigntnent, \Vere instead comparing cell phone 

plans! 
It is no surprise, but still a jolt, to realize the in1plications of 

such non-teaching. Schools that had been designated as "fail
ing" had large nun1bers of teachers like those described. In con
trast, schools that perforrned at high levels had larger numbers 
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of teachers who were actually teaching. They were visible in the 
classroom. They held students' attention. They were explaining 
concepts and using metaphors to connect the knowledge stu
dents brought to school with the new content being introduced. 
They used different kinds of media. They asked students to ex
plain concepts to their peers. They posed questions that required 
thought and analysis and demanded responses. No one was al
lowed to disengage. 

One of the most poignant aspects of this reality is that stu~ 
dents are quite aware when the instruction they are receiving is 
subpar. While many are willing to play the game to avoid being 
challenged, others are distraught at the realization that they are 
being shortchanged. In a Florida high school that has been des
ignated as "failing" for several years in a row, the students were 
primarily low-income Haitian immigrants, many of whom were 
from Haitian Creole-speaking families. Many of those teaching in 
this school were substitutes or Spanish-speaking new immigrants 
with limited English skills themselves who were recruited from 
Central American countries because they knew a specific subject 
area but who had no teaching experience. A district math supervi
sor told me that she once visited the school and had to hold back 
tears when the students in one class looked at her pleadingly and 
said, "Miss, can you please teach us something?" 

During my sojourn visiting schools, I also had the opportunity 
to talk with high school students who were involved in a citywide 
after-school spoken-word poetry-writing program. As I always 
do when I have the opportunity, I asked the primarily African 
American students to talk to me about what problems they saw 
in their schools. Most of the students' comments focused on what 
teachers did or did not do in classrooms. 

Students were also very aware of the culture of their schools, the 
attitudes their teachers have toward teaching, and the effort those 
teachers put into their craft: 
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• It's bad \vhen they say you go to a bad school. It's like 
then they think you are autornatically a bad person. Even 
\vhen it's just one bad seed that acts crazy, people think 
everyone in the school is like that. 

• Sometimes the teachers won't give you help. Some of 

them say things like, "I got mine; all I have to do is get 
my paycheck." 

• In high school a lot of teachers are about occupying us, 
not teaching us. 

• The bookwork and the tests have nothing to do with us. 

• Our teachers don't understand ho\v much impact they 
have. It's hard when they act about as serious about what 
they're doing as our little sisters or brothers. 

• One teacher said she didn't want to teach today because 
she was having a bad day. But then she would have about 
four or five bad days in a row! 

I also asked them to describe a good teacher they had encountered 

in their school lives: 

• A good teacher takes time, makes sure you understand. 

• One who enjoys being there. 
• One who doesn't put on a movie when they're tired. 
• A teacher \Vho asks questions to help get the students 

closer to the answers. 
• For each chapter there should be a lecture, activities and 

games, and reading outside of the text from different 

sources (from a future teacher, perhaps?). 
• One who has a sense of humor, but can be serious when 

necessary. 
• Someone you can find outside of class for help. 
• Someone who is patient, understanding, ready to teach if 

you're ready to learn. 
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WARM DEMANDERS 

• One who is willing to learn about you and about new 
things. 

• A good teacher inspires you and pushes you to the point 
of no return. 

77 

Many researchers have identified successful teachers of African 
American students as "warm demanders." James Vasquez used the 
term to identify teachers whom students of color said did not lower 
their standards and were willing to help them. Warm demanders 
expect a great deal of their students, convince them of their own 
brilliance, and help them to reach their potential in a disciplined 
and structured environment.5 

Franita Ware in her research describes several such teachers, 
including Ms. Willis, a sixteen-year veteran, who taught third 
through fifth grades. In one example of Ms. Willis's no-nonsense 
approach, she spoke loudly and clearly to her students about the 
importance of completing and submitting homework: 

Chris, pass out the workbooks while I'm doing some housekeep

ing and I want everybody to ... listen. Yesterday I checked for 

two things; number one, homework. I had about half of the class 

that turned in their homework. I do not give you homework every 

day, but when I do it's a practice skill that needs to be done. It's 

something that you need: it's not just something for you to do .... 

And I expect you to do it. Now from now on, if you cannot do it, 

then you need to write me a note of explanation. And the only 

reason I' 11 tell you that you cannot do your homework is that you 

are dead-and you won't be here then. Because if you go to Grady 

(a local hospital with a reputation for long waits], I told you all 

the time ... take your book with you and do it while you're sitting 

there .... We are not here to play, I'm getting you ready for middle 

school. ... I am thoroughly disappointed with you .... Excuse me 

for hollering. 6 
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Ware comments that what was remarkable when observing this 
classroom is that the students were "absolutely quiet and looked at 
her with respect while she spoke."7 They did not indicate any anger 
or resentment, but rather their facial gestures suggested remorse . 
Ms. Willis was explicit about why these students in a remedial 
class needed to do homework; at the same time she acknowledged 
that students were not always in control of their lives (e.g., perhaps 
having to spend the evening in the hospital). However, she gave 
students ideas for ways to resolve issues that might arise and take 
control of unforeseeable eventualities. There were no excuses. 

Ms. Willis would tell her students who could not read that they 
would read and that she would teach them. Poverty is not seen as 
an excuse for failure with warm demanders. Although they rec
ognize the difficult circumstances of their students, they demand 
that they can and will rise above them. 

Another teacher studied by Ware, Mrs. Carter, expressed simi
lar beliefs. She refused to accept poverty as an excuse for lack of 
academic achievement. When a student didn't own a computer, 
she still had to finish a computer-based assignment. Mrs. Carter 
allowed the student to come early and/or stay after school, and she 
wrote a pass for her to use the computer during the homeroom 
period. The point is, there are no excuses. 

I know of another warm demander with an excellent reputa
tion for producing high achievement levels with her low ... income 
students. This elementary teacher sympathized with her young 
charge who would fall asleep every day in reading class. Although 
she knew that the child's home life was in shambles, she told the 
child that, no matter what, she had to work to learn in school. In 
order to keep the child awake and alert, the teacher had her stand 
during reading instruction. There was no ridicule involved, only 
support and praise for her efforts. If the child wished to sleep at 
recess, she could. 

Teachers who are warm demanders help students realize that 
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WARM DEMANDERS 79 

they can achieve beyond anything they may have believed. One 
of my favorite stories about a warm demander comes from well
known motivational speaker Les Brown. After being abandoned 
as an infant by his young, single n1other, who gave birth to him 
on a filthy floor in an unused warehouse in Liberty City, Miami, 
Brown and his twin brother were adopted by a single cafeteria 
worker. Because of his high energy and inability to focus, he was 
placed in an educable mentally retarded class in fifth grade. He 
says that because he was called slow, he lived up to the label. He 
languished in these classes until a chance encounter in his junior 
year in high school changed his life. 

As he was waiting outside a classroom for a friend, the substi
tute teacher inside the class called out to him, 

"Young man, go to the board and work this problem out 
for me." 

"Well, I can't do that sir." 
"Why?" 
"I'm not one of your students, first of all." 
"Go to the board and \Vork it out anyhow." 
"Well, I can't do that, sir." 
"Look at me. Why not?" 
"Sir, because I'm educable mentally retarded. I'm not supposed 

to be in here." 
Brown says that as the students in the class erupted in laughter, 

the teacher, Mr. Leroy Washington, said, "Don't ever say that again. 
Someone's opinion of you does not have to become your reality."8 

That comment was the turning point of Brown's life. Mr. 
Washington became his mentor. Brown followed Washington 
around, watched him, modeled his behavior, and wanted to be a 
great speaker like him. Brown believes that it was because of Mr. 
Washington's comment and his continued insistence that Brown 
would be what he believed he could be, that Brown became the 
remarkable success that he is today. 
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Brown spoke about Mr. Washington in an interview: "In his 
presence he made you feel, without uttering a word, that you had 
greatness within you. That man triggered something in me that 
reminds me of what Goethe said, 'Look at a man the way that he is 
and he only becomes worse, but look at him as if he were what he 
could be, then he becomes what he should be.' ''9 

Warm demanders are sometimes spoken of by their students as 
being "mean." For those teachers who master this pedagogy, their 
"meanness" is often spoken of with pride by their students, and 
often with a smile, "She so mean, she makes me learn." 10 

Tyrone Howard studied a teacher, Ms. Russell, who, although 
stern and self-identified as authoritarian, would always treat her 
students with respect. She referred to them as "Ms." or "Mr." and 
always explained why she chose to take various actions. Her stu
dents sometimes expressed discontent with her domineering ways 
of teaching, but most thought that the ends justified the means: 
"She's mean and she hollers a lot, but you learn. I know that I have 
learned a lot this year, especially in reading and math. And if you 
look at all of the kids who make the honor roll or honor society, 
they're mostly in her class, so I guess it's worth it." 11 

I have written elsewhere that we cannot assume that a raised 
voice carries the same meaning in all cultures. My great niece 
DeMya at five years old turned to me one day and said out of the 
blue, "When people's mamas yell at them, it just means they love 
them." Tyrone Howard found similar beliefs when he sought to 
get young students' responses to their teachers. 

Jaylah, a fourth-grade student stated, "If y~u [a teacher] holler, 
it just means you care. But you can't holler for no reason at all. If 
we did something bad and she didn't holler, I would think that 
something's wrong, and maybe she [doesn't] care [any] more." 12 

My own caveat about interpreting the raised voices with which 
some teachers, usually African American, talk to children, is that 
it is important to listen to their words, not just their tone. Good 
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teachers tnay be telling the children that they are "roo stnart'' to 
be acting the way they are acting, or subtnitting the kind of work 

they are turning in (or not turning in). When a teacher expresses 
genuine emotion and a belief in a child's ability to do better, that 
is a message that many children are eager to hear, regardless of the 
tnedium. 

Howard wrote of one teacher who becan1e upset with one of 

her fourth-grade students because of the student's failure to cotn

plete a task. The teacher angrily told the student she was capable 
of better work. The student stood humbly without response. To 

an outsider this might have seemed harsh, but shortly after the 
teacher expressed her disappointment, she approached the girl, 
put her arm around her shoulders, and had a private conversation. 
The next day the teacher showed Howard a note she found on her 
desk in which the chastised student thanked the teacher for being 
so terrific and thanked her for her "toughness," because it "really 
got me back on track." 13 

I need to pause for an aside here, however. I \Vant to make it 

clear that I am not suggesting that everyone should proceed to be 

mean to or yell at black children. That n1odel typically works only 
when, as Mrs. Carter in Ladson-Billings's work suggests, your own 
cultural background is so similar that you also associate a raised 
voice with concern and caring. And there are certainly times when 
"yelling" by a teacher of whatever color is intended to belittle and 

degrade students. What I an1 saying is that real concern about stu
dents' not living up to their academic potential should be trans
n1itted in the teacher's genuine mode of emotional expression. For 

many teachers, that mode could more likely be quietly expressed as 
disappointment. It could be expressed through hutnor. The point 
is to tnake sure the students know that the teacher believes they 

are capable and expects a lot of them. 
It may be surprising to some that the students respond to such 

high expectations and strong demands. It is itnportant to point 
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out, ho\vever, that high expectations and strong detnands are in
sufficient. The other necessary con1ponents are care and concern. 

When students believe that the teacher cares for then1 and is con
cerned about then1, they will frequently rise to the expectations 

set. When students believe that teachers believe in their ability, 
\vhen they see teachers \villing to go the extra tnile to n1eet their 
acadetnic deficiencies, they are n1uch n1ore likely to try. 

Recent empirical research has also supported the educational 
value of the "wann demander" model. In a study in Chicago that 
sought to determine \vhat differentiated schools that improved 
from those that did not, Valerie Lee and colleagues found that 
schools that \vere the most successful maintained two elements. 
The first she calls "academic press," n1eaning that the content 

that students are to learn is made clear, expectations for academic 
learning are high, and students are held accountable for their per

formance and provided the assistance needed to achieve. This is 
the "den1and" aspect of warrn demanders. The second is termed 

"social support," meaning there are strong social relationships 
among students and adults in and out of school, the "warm" part 
of the warm detnander equation. These relationships are imbued 
\Vith a sense of trust, confidence, and psychological safety that al
lows students to take risks, admit errors, ask for help, and experi
ence failure along the \vay to higher levels of learning. The greatest 
achievement occurred when both factors were present. When 
both existed, students made four tin1es the yearly growth in n1ath 

and three times the yearly gro\vth in reading than when neither 
was present. If one existed \Vithout the other, the gains were much 

less impressive. 14 In schools with high academic press and low so
cial support, the resulting perforn1ance of students was almost as 
low as if neither academic press nor social support was present. In 
other \vords, having high academic standards without providing 
the necessary social support essentially wiped out all potential 
gain. On the other hand, social support \Vithout academic press 
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Biggest Reading Gains In Schools That Combine High Levels 
of Student Social Support and School Academic Press 
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in Chicago (Chicago: Consortium on Chicago School Research, October 1999). 

resulted in minimally higher performance than the inverse but 
still did not provide adequate academic growth. 

Seminal scholar in multicultural education Geneva Gay has 
this to say about caring in the service of academic achievement: 

Teachers have to care so much about ethnically diverse students 

and their achievement that they accept nothing less than high-
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Biggest Math Gains In Schools That Combine High Levels of 
Student Social Support and School Academic Press 
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level success from them and work diligently to accomplish it .... 

This is a very different conception of caring than the often-cited 

notion of"gentle nurturing and altruistic concern" which can lead 

to benign neglect under the guise of letting students of color make 

their own way and move at their own pace.15 
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A part of this caring goes beyond acaden1ics. Warm demand
ers vvho are successful with children from poor families play other 
roles as \VeiL They see themselves as advocates for the young people 

within a system that may not be so caring. They adopt many of 
the attributes of parents. They consider the whole child, not just 
his or her mind. They are concerned with the kind of people they 
are helping to mold-they focus on promoting character, honesty, 
responsibility, respect, creativity, and kindness. 

I have seen n1iracles performed by many warn1 demanders over 
the years. Mr. Orlando Moss, a music teacher in Atlanta, for ex
anlple, has been consistently able to mold young people with little 
or no musical background into a prize-winning orchestra-The 
William Still Sinfonia Orchestra. He demands hours of concen
trated practice, tnuch beyond the endurance (and attention span) 
of most adults. He tells the children, "I know you are tired, but 
I know you can play that 1neasure with better tone. We will stay 
here all night if we need to." And the youngsters willingly put 
in more effort-even after their parents are grumbling and fall

ing asleep in the bleachers. Of course, Mr. Moss will come in 
early or stay even later to help a young person who needs special 
attention. 

I first met Mr. Moss when I brought my eight-year-old daughter 
to his orchestra class. He quickly said hello to me but directed in
tense attention to Maya. As he shook her hand, he looked deeply 
into her eyes and said, "Hello, prodigy." And that is how he greeted 
all of his new students-all black and Hispanic, most from low
income fan1ilies. 

I have seen the same \varm den1ander pedagogy in teachers 
of all ethnicities. One of n1y daughter's young \vhite high school 
teachers, Melissa Maggio, "read" n1y daughter's attitude of aca
demic indifference correctly when she sat down with Maya for a 
long talk. Ms. Maggio finally broke through Maya's shell of non
chalance \vhen she said, "You just don't think you're very smart, do 
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you?" Through sudden tears, n1y child adn1itted the truth of that 
revelation. From then on, Ms. Maggio proceeded to prove to this 
child that she was indeed intelligent by pushing her relentlessly to 
excel. 

It is the quality of relationship that allows a teacher's push for 
excellence. As I have previously \vritten, tnany of our children of 
color don't learn .from a teacher, as much as for a teacher. They don't 
\Vant to disappoint a teacher \vho they feel believes in them. They 
may, especially if they are older, resist the teacher's pushing ini
tially, but they are disappointed if the teacher gives up, stops push
ing. One veteran high school teacher observed: 

Teaching any\vhere today is hard \Vork. It's especially hard in the 

cities because there are so n1any forces out there fighting against 

you. Teachers cake the kids' resistance as not \Vailting to learn. But 

as soon as the teachers stop pushing, the students say that teachers 

didn't care because they \vould have kept on pushing them. The 

kids see it as a contest. Every day \vhen I \vent into the classroom, 

I knew I had to be up to rhe challenge. I never understood, bur I 

never gave up because I'm not a quitter. 16 

The caring, the persistence, the pushing-all these create trust. 
It is the trust that students place in these strong teachers that al
lows them to believe in themselves. It is the teachers' strength and 
commitment that give students the security to risk taking the 
chance to learn. These . teachers do not shy away from a student 
challenge, but deal with issues when they arise. 1l1ey seldon1 send 
a disruptive student to the office. They tnaintain their o\vn disci
pline. They engage in conversations with disrupters outside of class 
to build the relationships that are the basis of cooperation. And 
these students know that if the teacher is strong enough to control 
them, then the teacher is strong enough to protect then1. 
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Ware interviewed Mrs. Carter before the start of the school 

year and asked her about her disciplinary procedures: 

Sometimes I mean-talk them in varying degrees of severity. 

And sometimes when you do yell, it is not always right to yell. 

Sometimes you have to go back and say-"What was really going 

on \Vith you when I yelled at you? I'm so sorry"-you know, but 

what was really happening? ... Sometimes with these kids, you 

have to [address the behavior] right then and there .... They are 

accustomed to a certain response and if you don't give them that 

response they will read that as weakness. "She's weak; I can do this 

and she won't even say anything to me." But if you turn around 

and you get them right there, where it is, and it doesn't matter 

who's there or what's going on, you don't have that problem.17 

Although I contend that teachers of all ethnicities are capable 

of successfully teaching African American children, most of the 

teachers I have described here are themselves African American. 

Their success is not because their skin color matches their students' 

but because they know the lives and culture of their students. 

Knowing students is a prerequisite for teaching them well. There 

are several ways to become knowledgeable about one's students

living in their community, spending a lot of time there, talking 

extensively with students and their parents. But one of the most ef

fective and efficient means is learning from excellent teachers who 

already know the students and their culture. One young European 

American teacher I met at a conference told me that she and an 

African American teacher in her school began some tough dis
cussions about race, culture, and teaching after an incident had 

left them both upset. Eventually, in order to attempt deeper un

derstanding of the positions each adopted after the incident, they 

decided to spend time observing in each other's classrooms. The 
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teacher who spoke to n1e at the conference said that those observa

tions and discussions \Vere so enlightening that they changed her 

teaching forever. 

Sitnilarly, African Atnerican Jennifer Obidah, then a young 

professor, and Karen Teel, a seasoned \vhite high school teacher, 

found themselves arguing about issues of race and teaching when 

they tried to \Vork together on a research project. Rather than 

move away fron1 the conflict, they agreed to tnove deeper into ex

ploring their differences. The result \vas a co-authored book tided 
Because oj'the Kids, \vhich can serve as an exan1ple of \vhat white 

teachers can learn from black educators. 18 

And so, to tny students \Vho are teachers, and to all teachers, I 

reiterate: Your work does matter more than you can imagine. Your 

students, particularly if they are low-incon1e children of color, can

not succeed without you. You are their lifeline to a better future. If 

you put energy and expertise into your teaching, learn from those 

who kno\v your students best, make strong demands, express care 

and concern, engage your students, and constantly ensure that 

your charges are capable of achieving, then you are creating for 

your students, as Professor Bill Trent once said about his O\Vn 

warm demander teachers, "a future we coulq not even in1agine for 

ourselves." 19 
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